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by including the vocal signal along with harmonic and
percussive instruments in a single optimization framework
[10]. Zhu et al. used non-negative matrix factorization at two
different resolutions to separate the instrumental track [11].

Abstract— In this paper we present a novel method for using
median filters to separate vocals from single channel music
recordings that contain harmonic and percussive sounds. The
method incorporates diagonal median filters in addition to the
horizontal and vertical ones to better match the characteristics of
the vocal track. Further improvements are obtained through
proper choices of the filters’ lengths using time and frequency
units. The effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated
using a test set of songs by the Beach Boys.

A parallel approach presented in [12] uses median filtering
along the time and frequency axes of the spectrogram to
separate harmonic and percussive components. Applying
median filters along the horizontal and vertical directions of the
spectrogram is suitable for separating harmonic instruments
from percussive ones since they appear as horizontal and
vertical lines respectively. However, it is interesting to note
that vocals spectrograms contain more modulation in many
cases and may be distorted by filters designed for pitched and
percussion instruments. For that reason, we propose to use
diagonal median filters to further enhance the separation of
vocals.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Separating singing voice (or voices) from single channel
music recordings is a challenging problem in audio signal
processing. Addressing this problem would have impacts in
several applications. For example, the separated voice can be
used for lyrics alignment [1] and singer identification [2] while
the separated instrumental track could be used for melody
extraction and transcription [3].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II explains briefly the use of median filters for separating the vocal
track from monaural songs as in [12]. Section III introduces the
novel use of diagonal median filters for better separation of
vocals. Section IV introduces the use of seconds and hertz for
filters’ lengths. Finally, section V presents the experiments for
finding practical filters’ lengths as well as the results when
using diagonal filters, while section VI gives the conclusion.

There are a wide variety of approaches to this problem,
such as pitch based approaches [4], probabilistic approaches
[5], non-negative matrix factorization [6], sparse and low rank
matrix decomposition [7], repetition based techniques [8], and
harmonic-percussive separation techniques [9]. The later ones
are of interest here since no training is required and they
produce good results.

II. REVIEW OF THE BASELINE ALGORITHM
The median of a list of values is the value at the center of
the sorted list. If the number of values is even, it is the mean of
the two values at the center. When a median filter of length l is
applied on an input vector x, the result is the output vector y
defined in (1) if l is odd and in (2) if l is even,

The main idea in harmonic-percussive separation
approaches for separating vocals from music signals is that
voice appears like percussive sounds at high frequency
resolution (long FFT window) spectrograms while it appears
somewhat closer to pitched instruments at low frequency
resolution spectrograms. Thus two stages operating at two
different frequency resolutions are required to separate vocals
from both harmonic and percussive instruments.

y(n) = median{x(n −

l −1
l −1
:n+
)}
2
2

l
l
y(n) = median{x(n − : n + −1)}
2
2

Inspired by this observation, Tachibana et al. built a twostage diffusion based system for enhancing singing voice
utilizing the anisotropic smoothness of harmonic and
percussive instruments [9]. Jeong and Lee extended this idea

(1)
(2)

where n is the index of the processed element of the output
vector y.
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Since percussion instruments form vertical ridges in the
magnitude spectrogram as in Fig. 1(a), applying a median filter
MDh with length lh for each frequency slice in the spectrogram
will remove these ridges if the filter length is large enough
compared to the percussion instrument duration as they will be
treated like outliers. We call this the horizontal filter since it is
applied along the horizontal (time) axis.

resolution to separate the voice from percussive sounds
(remember that voice looks more like pitched instruments at
low frequency resolution).
The algorithm summarized above uses vertical and
horizontal median filters to separate vertical ridges of
percussive instruments and horizontal ridges of pitched
instruments from the mixture signal. However, when carefully
examining the fluctuations in vocals, one can see that they
usually contain a combination of diagonal and horizontal
ridges. Hence, we suggest the use of diagonal median filters to
capture more details of the vocal components as explained in
the following section.

On the other side, harmonics of pitched instruments form
horizontal ridges in the magnitude spectrogram as in Fig. 1(b),
so applying a median filter MDp with length lp for each time
frame in the spectrogram will remove these ridges as they will
be treated like outliers if the filter length is large enough
compared to the ridges frequency span. We call this the vertical
filter since it is applied along the vertical (frequency) axis.

III. USING DIAGONAL MEDIAN FILTERS TO IMPROVE VOCAL
SEPARATION
In order to improve the separation of vocals, we propose to
use diagonal median filters during the low frequency resolution
stage of the algorithm. This is because the diagonal
characteristics of vocals are more evident at low frequency
resolution spectrograms.
As an example, Fig. 2(a) shows an original voice
component that has a clear diagonal ridge. On one hand, Fig.
2(b) shows the separated voice when using the horizontal
median filter alone in the low frequency resolution stage. The
circle indicates that the diagonal ridge almost disappeared after
the separation. On the other hand, the diagonal ridge was
preserved when using the diagonal median filters as shown in
Fig. 2(c).

Fig. 1. (a) Horizontal median filter for removing vertical ridges of
percussive instruments, (b) vertical median filter for removing horizontal
ridges of pitched instruments.

Applying the previous two filters (one at a time) on every
sample in the magnitude spectrogram
will produce the
harmonic-enhanced spectrogram
and the percussionenhanced spectrogram .

H = MDh {S, lh }

(3)

P = MDp {S, l p }

(4)

To reduce median filter artifacts and to improve
separation at overlap regions, Wiener filter masks
and
are generated from and as in (5) and (6) then multiplied
(element-wise) by the original complex spectrogram to produce
the harmonic instruments and percussive instruments
spectrograms respectively. These spectrograms are transformed
back to time domain to yield the separated harmonic and
percussive signals.

MH =

H2
H 2 + P2

(5)

MP =

P2
H 2 + P2

(6)

Fig. 2. Low frequency resolution spectrogram of vocals: (a) original voice,
(b) separated voice using horizontal median filter, (c) separated voice using
diagonal median filters.

To accommodate a wide variety of singing voices, six
diagonal median filters MDd1 through MDd6 are applied along
the diagonals of the magnitude spectrogram matrix in six
different directions as shown in Fig. 3. The diagonal median
filters’ lengths are set to be the same as the length of the
horizontal median filter. The results are the diagonally
enhanced spectrograms D1 to D6, defined as:

Di = MDdi {S, lh }

In order to separate singing voice, the above procedure is
implemented twice, once at high frequency resolution to
separate pitched instruments from the vocals and percussions
(remember that voice appears like percussive sounds at high
frequency resolution) and once again at low frequency

where i is the index of the diagonal filter used, i =1,…,6.
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(7)

lh =

fh
× fs
R

(10)

where R is the step size of the STF
FT. In the following section
we examine the effect of changing these lengths in an attempt
to find practical values.
L RESULTS
V. EXPERIMENTAL

In this section we first search for
f practical median filters
ng clips, then test these
parameters using one set of son
parameters on another set of songs, followed by presenting the
effect of using diagonal median filteers.
A. Estimating practical median filteers’ lengths from the MIR1K dataset
In our search for practical median filters’ lengths, we used
ntains 110 karaoke Chinese
the MIR-1K dataset [4], which con
pop songs performed mostly by amaateurs. The sampling rate of
each song is 16 kHz, and music accompaniment and singing
channels, respectively.
r
voice were recorded in the left and right
We noticed some songs had tracees of vocals in the music
y of results, so we selected
channel, which may affect accuracy
50 clips from 50 different songs that do not contain vocal
length range from 5 to
c
traces in its music channel. These clips
12 seconds. We mixed the voice and
a music signals of these
the mixture signal.
songs linearly with equal energy to generate
g

Fig. 3. (a-f) Samples used when applying MDd1 to MDdd6 respectively with a
length of 5 samples each on the center point.

Best results were obtained when combininng the horizontal
median filter originally used in [12] with the diagonal median
filters. The harmonic-enhanced spectrogram
m
, and the
diagonally enhanced spectrograms D1 to D6 are combined
using an operator taking the maximum of all the matrices
element-wise.

H ' = max(H, D1,..., D6 )

(8)

The separation performance was measured using the
ource-to-interferences ratio
source-to-distortion ratio (SDR), so
o (SAR) defined by Vincent
(SIR), and sources-to- artifacts ratio
et al [15]. These were calculated using the BSS_Eval toolbox
[16] where higher values indicate beetter separation quality.

then replaces in (5), (6) to generate the W
Wiener filter
masks which are used to estimate the sources as explained
earlier in section II.
Although the diagonal filters described herre could be
considered as specific examples of kernels desscribed in [13],
here we use multiple diagonal filters (kernels)) to identify a
single source: the voice.

We set parameters of the expeeriment like those in [12].
ngths were all equal to 17
Specifically, the median filters’ len
bins or frames. The FFT size for thee high frequency resolution
FT step size 2048 samples.
stage was 16384 samples with STF
And the low frequency resolution stage FFT size was 1024
samples and the STFT step size was 256 samples.

IV. PRACTICAL TIME-FREQUENCY FILTERS’ LENGTHS
In order to further improve vocal sepaaration, we also
propose to use a practical set of filters’ lengths that are
Fourier transform
independent of other parameters like fast F
(FFT) size, step size of the short-time Fourier transform
(STFT) and the sampling frequency of thee song. For that
reason, we use seconds for measuring thee lengths of the
horizontal median filters and hertz for measuriing the lengths of
the vertical median filters. This is in contrrast to using the
number of time frames and frequency bins (coolumns and rows
of the time-frequency matrix of the spectroggram) in [12] for
measuring the lengths of horizontal and verticcal median filters
respectively.

Then we examined the effect off changing the vertical filter
length at the high frequency resoluttion stage on the separation
quality represented by the mean SDR, SIR, and SAR in dB.
The next figure shows the results.
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Fig. 4. Vocal separation metrics when changing the vertical median filter
n stage.
length in Hz at the high frequency resolution

where fs is the sampling frequency and L is thhe window length
of the STFT. Similarly, the horizontal filter lenngth in seconds is
denoted by fh and the corresponding length in time frames lh is
calculated as:

We found 20 Hz to achieve the highest SDR and it brings
also a good compromise between SIR
S and SAR. So, we fixed
ue and started to change the
the vertical filter length at this valu
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TABLE I.

horizontal median filter length in seconds at this stage as
shown in Fig. 5. Here we found 2 seconds too be a good value
for the overall improvement and balance of thee three metrics.

Spectrogram/Stage

10
8
6
4

SDR

2

SIR

0

1.2

1.6

2

2.4

2.8

3.2
2

fh (sec.)
Fig. 5. Vocal separation metrics when changing the horrizontal median filter
length in seconds at the high frequency resolution stage.

After that we turn to the low frequency resolution stage
parameters starting by the vertical median filteer length. As Fig.
6 indicates, 250 Hz seems to be a good chhoice. Finally we
changed the horizontal median filter length at this stage and we
picked 0.15 seconds from Fig. 7. The sum
mmary of all the
practical median filters’ lengths that are empiirically estimated
is shown in Table I.
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Fig. 6. Vocal separation metrics when changing the vvertical median filter
length in Hz at the low frequency resolution stage.
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nt we used the six diagonal
Finally, in the third experimen
median filters in addition to the horizontal one in the low
frequency resolution stage as explaained earlier in section III.
All the lengths of the median filterrs were kept the same as in
the second experiment.

6
SDR

0
20

Low frequency resolution

filters’ lengths were
m
In the second experiment, all median
he FFT length of the low
set as in Table I. Additionally, th
frequency resolution stage was set to 2048 samples instead of
1024 for better overall separation peerformance.

10

4

High frequency resolution

n with all median filters’
The first experiment was run
lengths set to 17 bins (or frames) as
a in the baseline algorithm
described in [12]. Note that thesee lengths correspond to a
vertical filter length of about 46 Hz and a horizontal filter
length of 0.8 seconds in the high frequency resolution stage,
while in the low frequency resolutiion stage, the vertical filter
ontal filter length was 0.1
length was 732 Hz and the horizo
seconds. Obviously, these lengths are
a quite different from the
new ones suggested in Table I.

SIR

150

Horizontal filter
length (seconds)

B. Testing on the Beach Boys datasset
To evaluate the performance of the algorithm with the new
parameters as well as the diagonal filters, we tested it on realworld songs from the Good Vibraations album by the Beach
2 clips whose lengths range
Boys [14]. The dataset consists of 12
kHz, where vocals and
from 31 to 53 seconds, sampled at 44.1
4
instrumental track were available separately. We mixed the
voice and music signals of these songs linearly with equal
energy to generate the mixture signaal.

SDR

50

Vertica
al filter
h (Hz)
length

Note that the suggested filters’ lengths in Table I are
approximate and are not necessarily
y the optimal for each song.
length of 20 Hz at the
For example, the vertical median filter
fi
high frequency resolution stage is a good compromise
between the frequency span of pitcched instruments horizontal
uency span of percussive
ridges on one side and the frequ
uations on the other side.
instruments and most vocal fluctu
orizontal ridges have higher
However, if pitched instruments ho
frequency spans, then a higher filteer length, say 30 Hz, would
probably achieve better separation results. Similar arguments
can be made about the other filters’ lengths in the table.

SAR

0.8

PRACTICAL LENGTHSS FOR ALL MEDIAN FILTERS

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the thrree metrics: SDR, SIR and
SAR for voice and music respectively for the three
of using the paractical
e
experiments. When examining the effect
parameters as indicated by the diffeerence between the first (O)
and the second (P) boxplots, we notice that most metrics
increased significantly for both voice and music.

0.25

fh (sec.)

Fig. 7. Vocal separation metrics when changing the horrizontal median filter
length in seconds at the low frequency resolution stage.

d as it was too high in the
The SIR of the voice reduced
original setting on the account for the
t other two metrics of the
hough. Also the SAR of the
voice, but it is still resonably good th
music reduced due to changing thee low frequency resolution
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stage FFT length from 1024 to 2048 samples, but as indicated
earlier this change brings better results overall.

to use adaptive parameters for these filters and explore the
effect of combining the median filtering approach with other
source separation techniques.

Performing the one-tailed paired T-test on the results of
the first and second experiments indicated a statistical
significance with t value < 0.05 for all the metrics except for
the voice SIR (which was reduced anyway).
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